
The Perfect Birthing Ball!
Baby Bouncy provides multiple benefits to expectant and new mothers.

In Birthing Classes: Women put their trust in you, and
that is why you offer the safest and most stable birthing
ball around. We provide you with birthing balls for your
entire class so each student gets the education and
hands-on training they need to properly and effectively

use a birthing ball before and during labor.

At the Hospital: It’s convenient! Expectant mothers
can take their Baby Bouncy with them to the hospi-
tal and use bedside with the stability stand pro-
vided for extra support and safety. Baby Bouncy
can help ease back labor and correctly position
the baby for childbirth.

Or at Home: Moms can use Baby Bouncy while
laboring at home and help relieve some discom-
fort and pain associated with contractions while

providing focus for the mother. After baby is
born, it is an essential tool for use in

regaining pre-pregnancy shape, and it
NEVER fails to calm a fussy baby! 



Who Baby Bouncy is:
Baby Bouncy, Inc. is a national leader in providing
birthing ball equipment and accessories worldwide. We
work with numerous hospitals, birthing classes, and
nurse-midwives across the United States.

The Baby Bouncy™ Kit includes a high-
quality 65 cm inflatable Anti-Burst
Ball, Air Pump, and Stability Stand.
The Ball and Stability Stand are
specifically designed with safety in
mind. The Anti-Burst Ball can sup-
port up to 1,000 lbs. and the stabili-
ty stand aids the user by keeping
the ball in place.

The Baby Bouncy Advantage!
Anti-Burst Quality Ball

Our product is made of anti-burst material, different from
most exercise balls. If our Ball is punctured for any rea-
son it will never explode, but will only slowly deflate,
offering your clients peace of mind.

The Support Stability Stand

The Baby Bouncy™ Kit includes a
Stability Stand to provide extra
stability and safety for the mother
when they need it most. The

birthing ball rests safely inside the
Stability Stand, allowing the mother

to sit and continue her exercises without the risk of los-
ing her balance or the ball rolling away.

The Stability Stand easily assem-
bles making set up simple, and it
disassembles for easy travel.

Enhance Your Birthing Program!
Our Baby Bouncy™ Kit can be added to your existing
program in two ways.

1. By purchasing the Baby Bouncy™ Kit at wholesale
and reselling to your clients at the suggested retail
price.

2. By purchasing the Baby Bouncy™ Kit at wholesale
and including the Kit as part of a “Welcome Package”
for expectant moms – making your practice stand out
from the competition.

Pricing:
We offer wholesale pricing to hospitals, midwives, and
birthing class education centers. 

Suggested Retail Price  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.99
Wholesale Price (minimum order 6 pc.) . . . . $21.00

FOB point: Genoa, IL 60135
Shipping & taxes additional

Here’s How to Order!

Simply call toll-free 
877-252-2229

For More Information:
For more information, 
please visit or contact us at:
Internet: www.babybouncy.com
Email: info@babybouncy.com
Phone: 877-252-2229
Fax: 847-683-3621
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Recommend Baby Bouncy to your patients so they can reap the benefits 
of a birthing ball system — before, during, and after childbirth!


